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Blackpill Lido 
A better lido for all ages
A bigger and better lido and outdoor swimming pool. See Tooting Bec Lido.
A community-owned sauna? Not an expensive 'spa' style - but more scandinavian in 
spirit. A basic sauna that people can stop off at along the cycle/walk path. This would 
enhance the appeal of the lido during winter months especially! Also more shrubs/trees 
for wildlife
A decent pool for families.  No buildings.
A full size outdoor swimming pool lido complex would be wonderful with slides and 
sunbathing area, cafe area etc
A great area for families, perhaps a small cafe would serve this area well
a larger lido would be suffice.
A lido fun area for families, it is very popular as is.
A lovely much used and treasured outdoor space for young families to enjoy. The 
nearby Junction cafe, and the Woodman Inn provide all the indoor food and drink 
facilities necessary. There is no demand for any further development here, and any 
additional refreshment facilities will endanger the existing businesses.
A monument to the Swansea and Mumbles Railway. It was the world�?Ts first 
passenger railway and deserves to be remembered.
A new larger toilet block is desperately needed as there is always a queue and they are 
in a despicable state , when we are trying to draw tourism to the area . and New play 
equipment . A lot of families use this park in the Summer and there is never enough 
equipment for all to use . There are only two swings .I thing the original T Junction is 
enough as it�?Ts a historical site .The lido pool could be extended to have pedalo 
boats like it used to be .
A permanent small eco coffee shop near here! And some picnic benches where you can 
eat your own food.
A repaired lido for families to enjoy again
A small café area/toilets development.

A small recycling centre and refill station to refill washing powder / washing up liquid etc.
A small stage for events/performances. Keep green!
A smaller splash area alongside the paddling pool.Improve toilets  Another cafe.with 
toilets attached
A splash park
A toilet block which is always clean and not always blocked and flooding. Preserve sea 
view.
A train to Mumbles from the SA1 area would solve the massive traffic problem of the 
Mumbles Road.
A very popular place for families with young children. Remain the same
A Water fountain like Merchant Square fountains in Paddington. Looks good and still fun 
for children.

A year round lido I think would benefit the lido. Something like they have over the tennis 
courts at David lloyd's would be ideal as it can be removed when the weather is hot.
Absolutely love this area, park Be lido. Fantastic free place for children of all ages to use 
together.
Absolutely no way. Do not touch it except for regular cleaning



Add  recreational uses
Add coffee shops and small restaurants but keep the water areas
additional and more year round play ideas
Admittedly in need of some refurbishment/ updating but extremely popular during the 
summer months.
Again keep it tidy. Smarten up and improve toilets

Along with many residents and voters I object to these proposals. The Lido has proved a 
key attraction for generations and has had more publically funded improvements made 
in recent years. The Terminus Café is a constant attraction to this location in all 
weathers and seasons.  This should be cherished and not tampered with.  All proposals 
for development even of a smaller scale will be rejected by the electorate. The adjacent 
Clyne Gardens and Clyne valley together with adequate car parking provide a good 
balance for all interests.      It is disingenuous of the council to maintain that there are no 
proposals for this site when as evident from the FAQ�?Ts that consideration has clearly 
been given to:  Plans to generate income while maintaining ownership.   High-raise 
development has not been completely ruled out and smaller scale ones are suggested. 
Reference is made to the possible loss the loss of facilities to local people Reference is 
made to starting with a blank piece of paper which by implication means that some form 
of development is planned.
Already attracts many visitors and has toilets and catering facilities
Already developed sufficiently, with a cafe/restaurant and play areas.
Already developed sufficiently, with a cafe/restaurant and play areas.
already has a cafe so doenst ned naotehr one - unlikley but i would develop ita s a full 
blown heated swimming lido not just a paddling pool
Already has facilities, improve what is there rather than build more
Already over developed. Definitely  no change
Already well developed so sensitive additions could help.
Already well developed so sensitive additions could help.
Already well served by food outlets and outdoor leisure facilities.
Already well-used, has toilets and a cafe. Chalet-type kiosk on the sea side of the site, 
and crazy golf would enhance the play facilities.
Also a great spot for a skate park!
Amusement arcades and gift shops.
An absolute asset
An excellent resource.  Longer opening season needed.
An ideal location for a tramway request  halt- providing a focal point for bringing people 
into the area. A local information point could be installed.
Another place where people flock to with their children, which is cleaner that the 
seawater in that area. Upgrading the area would improve the well used facility.
Any improvement in this area would be welcome, but again as long as it does not negate 
the surroundings area and coastal views,
Any more development will ruin the site. Part of the foreshore�?Ts charm is that it is 
undeveloped. No need to add anything else to make a quick profit
AstroTurf crazy golf
Australia style electronic barbeque grills
Be more flexible on opening if the weather is good earlier in the season.  Make the lido 
itself bigger - its a very popular spot for families with young children - maybe add an 
outdoor swimming pool



Beach Volleyball pitch.  Basketball court. Semi-covered picnic area with more tables.  
Boardwalk onto beach for easier access for wheelchairs, pushchairs and families with 
small chidren.
Better access (Bridge over road, safer for families). Larger paddling pool, larger picnic 
area.
Better facilities for the kids
Better facilitities for families - new toilets and re-do/modernise the lido
Better park and upgrade existing lido
Better playground; longer opening of the pool
Better pool and facilities in the playground
Better pool not just for the kids but maybe for adults aswell
Better toilet facilities and more shade to keep children safe. SMall extension of 
children�?Ts play area
Blackpill Lido is very busy so would appear to serve the needs of families.   How about 
converting the padding pool into a skating rink in the winter months?
Blackpill station on a revived railway line
Bridge access to avoid traffic congestion and safer crossing
Brilliant, but should open for the 1st May bank holiday. Not a fan of the funfair rides / 
giant inflatable there. Maybe a water jumping garden display/fountain instead.
Bring back the train
Broadly, its use as a leisure venue for younger children is very suitable. The paddling 
pool should be available for at least one month earlier.
Build a bigger and better water park. This can then be used with my idea of Sketty lane 
car park.
Build a seawater swimming pool for adults. These can be cleaned by the incoming tides 
and require little heat as they can be solar heated.
Build an adult lido/outdoor swimming pool there as well which would improve the 
facilities and encourage a healthy life style
Busy enough as it is local parking can't sustain  any more visitors
Cafe or bar
Can we please have some shelters along the seafront? Who will venture out to all these 
developments on rainy days when there is no shelter between Swansea and Mumbles. 
And more toilets, which are open before 9 and after 5 please
Children�?Ts park. Coffee shop. Bike hire stops. Increase car park.
Cleaner tolets
Coffee shop and benches
Concrete skate park
Concrete Skate park
Concrete skate park
Concrete Skatepark
Concrete skatepark
Concrete skatepark
Concrete Skatepark
Concrete skatepark
Concrete Skatepark
concrete skatepark
concrete skatepark
concrete skatepark
Concrete skatepark! PLEASE!!!



Costa drive through
Coudl do with upgrade inits present function
Could be used year round for other activities
could do with more actives for the children.
Council run cafe
Create a tidal swimming pool. Keep the small lido and create another one that the tide 
washes over. Create a Watersports hub
Creste a massive outdoor/indoor pool that people could pay to enjoy, and promote 
healthy living rather than a splash pool only.
Current use of the lido does seem to bring consistent large crowds to the area. It also 
removes children from the main cycle route and into a safe space to play. However, 
there could be better uses for the land - but not residential. Furthermore, it will increase 
the traffic flow in an already overcrowded nearby road network. This means that 
substantial work needs to be put in to upgrade the current road network, even more so 
than it does already!
Currently a lovely area of parkland and leasure facilities. Please don't remove any trees 
or substantially reduce the parkland. It's a shame the lido is only open in school holidays 
as I've tried to visit with my young son at other times of year. I wouldn't object to a small 
charge to use the lido or better cafe facilities.
Decent restaurant, coffee shop and CLEAN TOILETS!!! Children's play area
Decent toilets with baby changing facilities, seats  outside for breat feeding mums to 
keep an eye on older children .junction to have child type menus.
Deeper pool
develop
Develop leisure and family facilities. Not residential
Develop the lido bigger and better
Develop the play area which presently has very little to offer the youngsters
Developed as a lido for all to use
Developed into a destination and Mumbles Railway station.
Ditto
Do a transport plan first before any development _ a tram to Mumbles?
do not change it in any way, other than do some maintenance to tidy it up
Do not change it, leave it alone! We do not trust you with our land!
Do not develop
Do not do anything that would make traffic worse here. Maybe some pop up eateries like 
the seafood trailer in the Mumbles
Do something about the appalling railings which surround the pool for most of the year, 
an eyesore!
Don�?Tt change it. No building
Don�?Tt F**king dare. You money grabbing c***s
Don't build on it. Please don't spoil the view as we drive into Mumbles.
Don't change something that works. The Junction cafe has been a huge asset to this 
area. The lido is well used by families, and it has public toilets. It also has the car 
parking over the road, as well as being on a good bus route.
Don't develop
Don't you dare touch it. Leave it alone

drinking water fountains all along the prominade, encourage people to use less plastic.



Each of these 5 sites provide open space which is a unique selling point and asset of 
our great city's coastline. There are already a lot of facilities and the remaining open 
spaces (and parking) needs protecting so that the enjoyment of the rest can continue; if 
the seafront is built up where is there to go to enjoy it? These sites provide a great deal 
of value as they are, and once they are developed they won't be made back into open 
space ever, so think very, very carefully.
Eco hut, solar & wind powered with intereactive screens/ info on marine, bird wildlife of 
the coast/local history. To educate on the environment & used as a meeting place for 
visitors & locals.
Enhance the play area for the benefit of children. Add a facility for children's educational 
and entertainment shows during the summer months.
Enhance the play area for the benefit of children. Add a facility for children's educational 
and entertainment shows during the summer months.
Environment/education information boards (e.g. about the sea, local species, 
environmental protection, local initiatives)
Essential to have this as a child friendly area but increase the appeal to year-round e.g. 
a natural lake and small scale reserve, where children can learn about nature and be 
taught an awareness of the environment

Even I will admit this whole area is outdated, scruffy and a bit of a mess. But it is a mess 
because Swansea Council have failed to move with the times and keep it modern and 
fun. BUT, I want this area to remain one that encourages activity and brings vibrancy to 
the Prom. I don't think the actual Lido is necessary anymore - particularly for the fact that 
it is closed for I think 9 months a year, am I correct? Particularly in Wales, it is absolutely 
useless. HOWEVER, it could be resurfaced and grassed-over, allowing an expansion of 
the park, and the introduction of some new play apparatus and more picnic benches. A 
football court/games court would be good here. Fencing/a small wall is definitely 
required between the end of the lido and the actual Prom path to stop kids running out in 
front of bikes, as happens often, before there is a nasty accident. The toilets are in 
desperate need of updating and a second cafe/coffee shop to reduce the current 
demand on the one that is already there would be good.
Every child in Swansea loves the lido so it must absolutely remain as it is. The toilet 
blocks however are in need of renovation and this should be a priority for this site. I also 
think the council needs to extend the lido opening time beyond the 1st Sept to the date 
the schools actually go back.
Exactly the same as above.
Extend and cover it so it can be used year round.
Extend and improve the play area. the water kingdom and the muddy puddles in 
paulton�?Ts theme park in Hampshire is a great idea.
Extend the children�?Ts play area but keep it back from the cycle path. It�?Ts 
dangerous enough with children running out without looking
Extend the opening of times of the pool
Extend the park and keep the paddling pool which is lovely for the little ones.
Extend the park and keep the paddling pool which is lovely for the little ones.
Extended and revised family leisure facilities that enhance the current offering.
Extended water-park.
Extending the popular Lido - The Junction provides refreshments and food - adequate 
parking



Extending the popular Lido - The Junction provides refreshments and food - adequate 
parking
Extremely busy during summer but opens far too late and closes too early.. leave alone . 
Don�?Tt destroy a popular venue for commercialism.
Extremely popular with families during the holidays and after school on dummer
Facilities are generally good at this location, although the public toilets require upgrading 
and better maintenance.
Fantastic amenity leave as is
Fantastic facility. Again leave it as it is.
Fine as is  toliets water refil site recycling bins
Fine as it is
Fine as it is but open the pool from Easter
food outlets, cafes, restaurants
Free open air lido do not change already developed
Free open air lido do not change already developed

Full size Outdoor swimming lido such as they have in Plymouth and many other towns
Generally tidied up and pool to be improved for use for longer period is heated
Generations of our children experienced lots of fun, joy fresh air and sunshine at this 
site, most parents like ourselves could never afford to take our children and 
grandchildren away to other climes, a packed lunch , a couple of bottles of lemonade 
and a good splash around ensured a good nights sleep for parents and grandparents, 
please dont develop this site for any other use than free childrens fun and 
entertainment,a foot bridge over Mumbles Road would be a good safety feature too. The 
current site looks a little sad because for years council cuts have failed to maintain it 
adequatley.
Get rid of the awful temporary fence around the lido for 9 months of the year. Nobody is 
going to injure themselves, it is an eyesore. The park is nice, could do with some 
upgrading. No other developments necessary.
Get rid of the petrol station, an accident waiting to happen with people crossing traffic 
and an eyesore
Get the pool sorted out  - or replace it with an ornamental garden and / or a shelter / 
bandstand-type feature. It must be able to be used for more of the year.
Give the children more facilities to play on.
Good facilities for children and maybe a cafe
Good idea to provide better facilities however as it so well used it would be a shame for 
it to be developed as a charge on entry facility thus depriving its use to many. The car 
park at the bottom of Derwen Fawr Road needs to be altered and improved to enable 
more cars to use it and thus provide revenue to initially pay for the upgrade and then 
provide income for the Council.
Good idea to. Make site available all year round
Great day out for the kids and families always busy during the summer months
great location, extend season if possible, maybe an entertainment area,
Have a changing Places toilet,have more lighting,make it more accessible to 
wheelchairs and mobility scooters.Have better freshwater drinking facilities.



Have this as the gateway to mumbles. Build a proper car park, possibly on the old shell 
garage site. Have a facility of a free park and ride into mumbles, bus or mumbles train. 
This will eliviate traffic along mumbkes road and help congestion of touriats in the village 
where there isalready limited parking.  From the lido maybe have a large arch over the 
road and foot bridge where people can cross safely. Then all along the front have 
independent shops and hut style shops. This will bring new business and generate 
income. Cockle stalls, stick o rock, gifts toys etc. Along the front have street 
entertainments, music, balloons and such. This will spread tje tourist population all 
alomg the front instead if being centralised in the village itself
Have you ever actually been to the Lido in the summer? It is jam packed with people. 
This indicates that it is fully used to its potential and really doesn�?Tt need anything 
else there at all. �?oIf it ain�?Tt broke, don�?Tt fix it�?� as the old saying goes. 
Please leave this lovely place alone. People are already attracted to this area from miles 
away, and if you want to change it just for extra money income, then you are already 
wasting your time!! LEAVE IT ALONE!!!!
Have you seen how popular this site is with locals during warm periods? It's wonderful. 
No one wants this to be indoors, children and parents like to be outside and splash in 
the sunshine. Leave it alone.
Help create a cycle hub for bike rentals and tricycles for older people to stay fit and 
active out doors. Could be a non profit making organisation.Hi I am writing to let you know, as my MP, about a problem affecting people in our local 
area & to ask you, as my MP, to support a campaign that I feel strongly about.... I want 
to protect Swansea's Green & Open Spaces.   I believe that they should NOT be 
developed. I believe that no green & open space should be developed as there are 
plentiful brown field sites to be developed. Swansea is a beautiful bay, with residents, 
students, & tourists enjoying the extensive green & open spaces on the foreshore of 
Swansea - right next to the first SSSI site in the UK....  So I have been upset to here that 
the City & Council of Swansea want to lease off the family silver, allegedly to "friends" in 
the development industry, with little regard to its current facility of green & open spaces, 
but concentrating on "needing money to run services for all its residents"! ....I have seen 
the www.swansea.gov.uk/seafront "please tell us your views by 10th June" & am very 
concerned that the green & open spaces we enjoy are about to disappear. Are there any 
specific UK Government or Welsh Assembly guidelines/policies that I could refer to to 
support my campaign?  Is it possible that these pockets of land have covenants on 
them, which would make development illegal? I have heard, particularly, that the 
Langland Bay tennis courts have a covenant on them, as previously part of the Langland 
Bay Manor Estate. With Freedom of Information in mind...Who should I contact to 
ascertain whether this is true? Or is this something as MP you could more easily achieve 
for me?  As a secondary concern: traffic between Swansea & Mumbles always flows 
very slowly, and parking in & around Mumbles is often impossible - particularly at the 
peak of Weekends & school holidays. More facilities would have a detrimental impact on 
this already unsatisfactory scenario.  I hope to find you sympathetic to my views and, 
with your experience of dealing with the City & County of Swansea, I would appreciate 
your help & advice. I know that funding local services and juggling budgets is a very 
difficult job - but I would like the current facilities of Green & Open Spaces not to be used 
to generate new income.  The Local Government Act 1972 refers to obligations to 
generate best value for council assets. ( Not maximise revenue regardless!) It is my view 
How about beach huts like Langland.



I am sure this popular area could be aesthetically developed more to create a lovely 
family area.I am vehemently opposed to the selling off of key green field sites and of any 
development, on this land, particularly with regards to theBlackpill Lido,  Land on the 
Mumbles side of the West Cross Inn and Land around the skate ramp, West Cross. I am 
horrified that this could even be contemplated!! These green spaces are an integral part 
of what makes Swansea beautiful. The natural sweep of coastline from Blackpill to 
Mumbles is the city�?Ts unique selling point and an important draw for local residents 
and visitors alike; why would you consider destroying the very thing that attracts people 
here in the first place? The Well-being of Future Generations Act (Wales) Act 2015 
requires public bodies in Wales to think about the long-term impact of their decisions on 
future generations; destroying the natural environment alongside our coast, and open 
space of public value, negatively impacts both the current generation and future 
generations and once sold on for development can never be replaced. Freely, 
accessible natural green spaces are community assets and make a vital contribution to 
the quality of the environment and of life in urban areas; allowing people to play, 
exercise and enjoy contact with nature. They help improve public health, mental and 
physical well-being and quality of life and in addition have an important role as a home 
to wildlife and natural habitats.  Swansea Council�?Ts own Open Space Strategy 
highlights as one of its strategic aims �?~to promote biodiversity and the conservation, 
protection and enrichment of species and habitats�?T. The area of Swansea Bay from 
Blackpill to Mumbles is designated a SSSI as it is an  important feeding post for 
migratory birds each year from September to April and resident birds throughout the 
year. According to Natural Resources Wales SSSIs are the most important sites for 
Wales�?T natural heritage. They help conserve and protect the best of our wildlife, 
geological and physiographical heritage for the benefit of present and future generations 
and each SSSI is protected by law from damage through development or unsuitable 
management or other activities. I would like to object to any development to the  
Blackpill Lido site and also land around the skate ramp, West Cross and Land on the 
I cannot believe that the council could even consider further reducing children facilities. 
Renovating and improving the existing area would be acceptable. It is one of the few 
free places low income parents can take their children.

I don�?Tt think this area needs further development. The existing area requires tidying 
up. Again the beach area is very dirty and full of rubbish. Also the roads around Blackpill 
are already heavily congested and the traffic light sequence causes traffic to build up 
quickly.  Further development would only increase congestion and pollution in the area.
I genuinely love Blackmill lido. I go there with my three year old and he has a lovely time. 
Leave it as it is. There are already toilets,  places to get ice cream, a play park,  the 
beach. If anything,  more trees would provide a bit more shade during the really hot 
months.



I have on a few occasions contacted Swansea Council about revamping and upgrading 
the Blackpill Lido. This area is wonderful for children, families and visitors to enjoy 
everyday during the summer months and should be extended into September.  Sadly 
there has been no improvements over the years, such as perimeter seating around the 
pool so that children can be monitored at all times. Picnicking benches and seating 
areas, not everyone can sit on the ground. Upgrading the public toilet facilities, at 
present they are antiquated and disgraceful.  This Lido is a fantastic place and should be 
kept not removed. Come on Swansea Council Leisure Department, use some of our 
Council Tax to benefit families who want to enjoy the Blackpill Lido all Summer.
I think any additional development should not affect the green space/ view
I think this should remain but be upgraded/updated. It�?Ts busy every year especially 
in nice weather.
I would be grateful if Coucillor Stewart could answer me on gerti.axtmann@gmail.com.   
I remember he used the word 'sound' all the time when he told the residents that nothing 
we wanted was taken into consideration.

I would consider carefully planned amenities not detracting from the area and not over 
crowding the shoreline. Ideally I would be in favour of reclaiming land from the sands.
I would like to see an adult outside pool instead of just one for children
I would only suggest that the lido should be made ready and open for May  bank holiday. 
At least the last two May bank holidays have been warm and sunny. By not having this 
facility open Swansea city council has missed out on an opportunity to promote our 
wonderful foreshore and generate more visitors and revenue.
I'd like this to continue as a free family attraction - but possibly with a large see-through 
canopy to make it a year-round attraction. There's a large grassed area on the city side - 
I think that'd be a great place for another Santander cycle hub and a small catering 
establishment to complement The Junction's offer and/or a physical activity business in 
the spirit of The Climbing Hanger which is new to the Enterprise Zone. I think public 
toilet provision should be maintained - although not necessarily in the existing block. 
Together, these changes could see the site become more of a focal point for those 
wishing to enjoy the prom and beach.
Ideal development site where the Council should seek to maximise land value. Perfect 
for high rise development, housing, retirement home, condo type schemes, why 
shouldn't exclusive high end housing be provided to generate maximum capital receipts 
for the Council. Compare and contrast with Miami Beach and Monte Carlo, if those cities 
can do it, why can't Swansea?
If the Council maintained it a bit more, it would not look so forlorn, or is that part of these 
plans I wonder? The lido is a huge asset, it must be kept at all costs. A dome is 
ridiculous and would look like a joke, we need to keep our biggest natural asset, natural, 
not turn it into a theme park.
If there are to be more facilities to encourage children to exercise then fine but if it is to 
encourage fast food outlets then that would be a disgrace.
Improve it
Improve it
Improve it for families
Improve lido
Improve the conditions are the facilities already there



Improve the current provision with a decent outdoor lido. One in which even adults can 
swim.
Improve the layout and facilities but this is a popular, safer venue for families with young 
children who come from ALL OVER SWANSEA and beyond.
Improve the paddling pool
Improve the public toilets
Improve the toilets.  Retain and improve playground area and possibly putting some 
playground equipment which would be good for children with disabilities.  ~Retain 
Junction building and area - historic Mumbles train building.    Allow pop up stalls for 
information, charity, commercial ventures.    It would be good for example to have 
historical / environmental information available.  Encourage activities as 360 has 
traditionally done but have something other than sport or games perhaps - encourage 
environmental groups for example who are used to working with members of the public.  
Not sure that there is a defibrillator on the prom.  Maybe this would be a good place.for 
one.
Improved facilities
Improved facilities and park
improved for tourism and recreation
In today's society where everyone is encouraged to do more exercise it would be 
fantastic to have the Lidos open again, would look fantastic with an Art Deco feel
Increased competition between vendors here would be welcome to improve competition 
over prices, services and products. The design of the lido needs to be changed so that it 
can be used all year round, and not fenced off.
Indood pool
Initial view is that it should not be further developed. However, without knowing what is 
being considered it is difficult to give an informed opinion.
Invest in what's already there
Is a weather dependant facility that could benefit from some low level year round leisure 
facility development.
Is great area for families leave it alone if it's not broken
Is used by thousands of peaple every summer...why change.??
It is fine and well used as it is
It is fine as it is but a road bridge would help to avoid the massive traffic hold ups on 
sunny days.

It is great as it is, but there should be water in the pool for a longer period than it has 
been. but I would like to see the Junction cafe open in the evning, it closes too early. 
There is space however after the pool and the playground to have another restaurant 
facing. The public toilets there should be open for a longer period of time.
It is highly popular in the summer months, why change it.  Look after it and invest in 
whats there.
It's a great area for people to take younger children. They can play safely in the warmer 
months. It should be opened from Easter though.
Its a lovely park to enjoy during summer, havent been as I have no kids and not been 
there in years..  Seems a shame I don't know of the activities that go on there could 
there be more youth and geriatric facilities a nice spot to shelter from all weather and 
plenty of things to do out of town.. maybe a studio for painters or artists, people willing to 
share a craft...



Its popularity is obvious during good weather,and is great for the younger children,It is 
ridulous that it stays shut until the second spring bank holiday
It's very popular but looking a bit shabby. Anything that goes there needs to enhance the 
area and preserve the view.
It's very popular but looking a bit shabby. Anything that goes there needs to enhance the 
area and preserve the view.
Junction cafe there already
Just bring back the Mumbles railway.
Just enhance the toilets and facilities here are it is very busy in the summer
Just fix the toilets

Just smarten up the existing lido and extend the season forwards and backwards. Don't 
use that ugly fencing when not in use. Buy the old Shell garage as extra parking.
Keep
Keep and improve
keep as it is
Keep as it is
Keep as lido, improve the pool, play area and seating, maybe provide deck chair and 
umbrella hire, maybe provide dome for all weather use and keep open all year. Bike 
hire?
keep as the same
Keep Family leisure facitlities/ cafe
Keep it a lifo but update it and maybe make available year round? This attraction has 
been there for years, it�?Ts part of Swansea�?Ts history and is always busy!
Keep it as a lido. Possibly look for something that makes use of it in winter - but 
definitely keep it as a lido for summer. It brings so many people to the area.
Keep it as it is- great for families and young children
Keep it open
Keep it open longer.  Would be a great idea to upgrade the toilets to a changing places, 
as the lido has a slope so it's perfect for people with mobility issues.
Keep it, just upgrade the facilities.
keep lido and kids play ground redevelop it in to a modern playground with equipment 
that encourages adventure and is totally inclusive of children with all or little abilities. Put 
a cafe toilets and water fountains in.
keep lido and kids play ground redevelop it in to a modern playground with equipment 
that encourages adventure and is totally inclusive of children with all or little abilities. Put 
a cafe toilets and water fountains in.

Keep the area as a lido for the use of public enjoyment. this area (including the adjacent 
park) is a fantastic facility for young children. failing that, extend the park area to provide 
a safe place along the seafront for young children/families to come and use
Keep the current facilities but with new toilet and changing facilities.
Keep the facility and Junction cafe. Long term gain heritage status and incorporate into 
new monorail or tram liberty to swansea to mumbles
Keep the lido - it gets really busy with families. Better toilets - Open more often - better 
lighting and an evening venue would keep it busy in the evening
Keep the Lido - make it bigger & better
Keep the lido and skate park



Keep the pool & add other water features which are environmentally friendly which 
would enhance its natural surroundings.
Keep the water feature at the lido whatever, it is so popular in warm weather
Keep this as a open public lido
Keep under council control as the lido no other development
Keep!!! Brilliant facility for the community
Kids love Blackpill, and the cafe is always busy on a sunny day. It�?Ts the only 
bathroom for miles, I think all of these facilities need to be maintained.
Leave
Leave alone
Leave alone
Leave alone
Leave alone
Leave alone as area to be enjoyed by children and families and we need to enjoy the 
view
Leave as a lido maybe an open air swimming pool
Leave as is
Leave as is
Leave as it is
leave as it is
leave as it is
Leave as it is
Leave as it is - a great community area that should not be developed upon !
Leave as it is - open spaces on the bay are important

Leave as it is but perhaps consider opening the lido earlier in the year.  There is already 
a good cafe in the area but the toilet block needs refurbishing as it�?Ts often in a 
horrible state and not large enough for the number of people using the area.
Leave as it is- so many of us benefit from the water area with little children as they can 
play safely. But add a splash pad area for older children (soft tarmac) and more water 
features like most cities have but Swansea doesn�?Tt.
Leave as it is! It�?Ts a great place for families in the summer!
Leave as it is, has enough facilities there already
Leave as it is. Maintain facilities better
Leave it
Leave it alone
Leave it alone
Leave it alone
Leave it alone
Leave it alone, so popular in the summer with families
Leave it as it is
Leave it as it is
Leave it as it is
leave it as it is an improve the facilities there
Leave it as it is do not develop further
Leave it as it is do not develop further
Leave it as it is, it�?Ts a public arra
Leave it as it is.



Leave it as it is. I believe there is already a cafe there and it is a great place for families 
and children
Leave it as it is. You will destroy the area
Leave it exactly as it is - no development please!
Leave it well alone it is perfect as it is
Leave the green areas alone
Leave well alone
LED Lighting. Not just season but all year round.
Leisure facilities, tourisism, cafes
Lido are to be updated but for the lido yo remain. A better play are for older children to 
use.
Lido for the youngsters, as hugely popular NOW!  Why change an amenity that is always 
very well used. It would be a loss to change it.
Lighting all around sea front
Looks nice expensive shops
Lots more seating along the whole front. Make a feature of them using different 
materials to showcase local history.
Love the lido as it is in the summer... coffe shops already there are lovely. Just needs 
some TLC.. more play apparatus for children fir when the lido not in use...alternatively 
could make it an indoor lido with opening roof??? But it a lovely free space for families to 
use...lets keep it that way...and keep the green!!!
Love the lido just as it is.
Lovely space, packed full of  families with young children when the sun is out, but 
negelected by the council for 9 months of the year. Lets give it a massive upgrade to the 
lido and the make the playground awesome,....
Low-cost cafe, Low-cost childrens soft play, Low-cost adventure playground, low-cost 
minigolf.
Madness
Maintain area, add public toilets that are also well maintained and grounds kept up to 
keep it neat and tidy.
Maintain it properly and open it more across the year.

Maintain the current lido and improve public toilets. There is already a cafe and often an 
ice cream van in the area which is always busy in good weather when the lido is open
MAKE A LITTLE BIGGER
make it a better lido. It is hugely popular already
Make it a bigger and better lido
Make the pool bigger and stick a real old pirate ship in the middle with slides and water 
cannons.
Minor improvements and open all year.
Modernise existing lido but make it an all yr round  attraction. Ie open air and covered  
play areas
Modernise it bring back the Mumbles Train.

Modest development, keeping low cost option for lower income and large family groups.
More attractions for the kids, more like in aberavon beach
More cafes/restaurant as The Junction isn�?Tt open long enough to keep people in the 
area
More facilities for older children



More facilities for youngsters and two or more cafes to give choice
More green space
More play equipment for a wider age range. There is nothing there really for 7+. lido 
open more months of the year. Area for 'pop up' kitchens/ food vans.
More shops, a good pub, cheaper or free parking, bigger play area, refurbishment to 
make splash pad. Sculpture trail, refurbish toilets
More stuff for the kids, an all weather bubble over the lido? public toilets
More stuff needed for the kids here
More than just a paddling pool. Open longer through the year.
Much needed attraction...put some water in it
Mumbles rail link or leave it alone
My children love this Lido and have had many lovely times playing here - they also love 
the parc and the beach adjacent to the lido. You can catch the train to htis site or cycle 
along the sea front. it could do with a refresh and maybe some showers and toilet fa 
cilities but otherwise it is a little gem.
N/A
N/a
Natural swimming pool
Need to address parkng issues at this site, which is very  popular with younger children 
and their parents
Need to improve the pool and the children's play park. Looks terrible in winter time with 
the fencing around it
Need to keep lido but improve park and general area
Needs developing - the fence around it until the summer is an eyesore. Needs 
upgrading and made usable all year. Could be amazing attraction all year

Needs developing but should continue as free area for children and families to enjoy.
Needs updating , the childrens play area does not have rides for all ages. And more 
picnic tables should be available. More food facilities with competitive prices.
New small facilities
No
NO
NO - see the reasons a ovr
NO BUILDING OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES ON THESE SITES AND OTHER 
AREAS OF NATURAL BEAUTY IN SWANSEA
No change
No change to the buildings lido etc. New Set of steps to access stopping off point for 
overhead gondola railway to Mumble and Swansea etc.
No changes necessary. Absolutely fantastic resource! So so many people use this 
space, fantastic accessible family area
No coffee shops as there is no need
No comment
No development
No development
No development
no development
no development
No development
No development at any price



No development needed
No development of any kind. This is a beautiful entrance to Mumbles. There are food 
outlets in Mumbles. We don�?T t want an entrance looking like the entrance to 
Blackpool.
No development! Just want to enjoy the views and the lido with my family.
no development, maintain what is there already

No development. This is a delightful area for families and children, and should not be 
destroyed. There should not be any development of sites 1 to 4. There is certainly no 
demand by local inhabitants for restaurants or shops or any other development that will 
add to the already chaotic traffic system that leads to Mumbles.
No further development need as has lovely park, free lido in summer and a cafe. If lido 
covered for all year use as has been mentioned then it would no longer be free I'm sure 
and isn't that what the leisure centre is?

No harm in improving it as long as the area isn�?Tt expanded to block the lovely green 
space at the bottom of Mayals Road and is still fit for purpose for family days out.
No houses or flats, enhance the pool and surrounding area
No more facilities do not develop there is nothing wrong with it also a friend of mine has 
a plaque in her name there what would happen to that exactly?
No viee
None
None
None
Not flats
Nothing
Nothing high rise. Not residential. Public facility. The lido has always been well used, 
especially by families who rely on bus services to get around. If it can't be a lido (why 
not?), can it be a playground?
Nothing needed
Nothing new is needed here. The lido  is extremely popular with many people in the 
summer months. And with the pub, Post Office and a cafe next door it is an ideal spot for 
locals and tourists alike.e.
Now that 360 has closed there is a gap in the market for Blackpill Lido to take over. Put 
on family/adult/kids classes and activities, ie beach yoga, watersports, a running club. 
Seashore safaris always go down well with kids and are good for environmental 
education. Add a cafe with outdoor seating, the 360 cafe was always popular in the 
summer. Make Blackpill Lido a hub for outdoor activities and exercises, allow local 
activity businesses to advertise/have a base there
Ok
Open air year round swimming pool
Open earlier in the year

Open earlier in the year so it can be used in the two week Easter holidays. Toilets need 
a make over  and more  frequent cleaning, they become disgusting during busy times
Open for longer
Open for longer in the year. Definitely no further development. It is a site of special 
scientific interest so please leave it alone!



Open it at the beginning of May. More kiosks selling ice cream so there�?Ts some 
competition.
Open it earlier in the season
open it from ester so families can enjoy the facilites for more of the year, rather than it 
being a fenced in eye sore for most of the year
Open more and cleaner toilets
Open the pool from early May.
Outdoor pool with swimming lanes for summer use ,wooden jungle gym for kids similar 
to one at hill-end campsite llangenith
Outdoor swimming pool and splash Park, like ponty lido and a proper children's lido
Packed in summer. Iconic Swansea landmark
Parking is a problem here with everyone having to cross a busy road which adds to the 
traffic problems in this are. I believe to further develop this site you would either need a 
car park at end of golf  area or a bridge over the road suitable for both pedestrians, 
wheelchairs and cycles
Part of the attraction of Swansea for tourists and for the people that live there are the 
views of the bay as you drive through. Furthermore huge amounts of children use this 
space in warm weather. This space should be protected as a safe play area or perhaps 
an additional food/restaurant type structure which still allows views of the bay. 
Housing/flats would ruin this space.
People go here and spend money as it is a safe place for children and not spoilt. Why do 
you want to change this popular place ?

perhaps a facelift for the existing children's facilities, but nothing more intrusive than this.
Please do not build on this area
Please do not change this... Its well used by locals and visitors alike
Please don�?Tt spoil this
Please keep it and expand its opening season, perhaps have a voluntary donation 
scheme or collection to allow for the upkeep of the facility. Perhaps over the prom from 
the Lido a small collection of huts / hides for the bird watchers who keep watch over the 
SSSB(s)?
Please keep the lido, just update the facilities with changing areas  and picnic benches 
or chairs to hire while there
Please read comments for Sketty Lane car park. The same applies
Please see Mumbles Community Council response under 3. Land around the skate 
ramp, West Cross
Please, no more coffee shops or restaurants - there are enough already.  Keep the 
facilities for children to play and don't spoil the view.  Do not build on this site.
Plenty of facilities already here although the toilets could do with updating.
Plenty there already dont need todo more
Pool and bbq
popular well used area in the summer leave it alone and upgrade the play facilities
Potentially a great place for families with young children. Would benefit from from a 
refurbishment and possibly a larger covered area for customers of the cafe to sit in bad 
weather - extra revenue from this would help to pay for the refurbishment.
Power, water and drainage facility for outdoor stage, encourage live music and 
entertainment.
Promotion of environment like a small museum type building
Provide car park on front and allow current facilities to thrive



Provides a lot of space for outdoor activity
Public area well used
Public toilets
Public toilets /showers a new railway or monorail from Swansea with parking to 
mumbles with parking
Put a proper lido there

Readily used by many and served by cafe and kiosk and public toilets. Fantastic as it is.
Redevelop for recreational use also more independent units for summer stalls
Redevelop mumbles train station
Refurb? All for it... no Lido.. no no.
Refurbishment work
Regenerate but keep the same type of facilities
Reinstate the Mumbles Railway
Removal of pedestrian crossing mandatory and replace with ramped access to reduce 
traffic and increase access. Lido needs all year round facilities
Reopen as a station on the Mumbles Railway
Replace old train power station with new restaurant complex--however this would 
increase footfall and require more car parking eg doubkle deck carpark on Cline valley 
car park.
Replace old train power station with new restaurant complex--however this would 
increase footfall and require more car parking eg doubkle deck carpark on Cline valley 
car park.
Replace the stuffy soft surface. Don�?Tt allow ugly inflatables build more action 
equipment and provide more shade.
Restaurant use acceptable, but as a means of securing and upgrading the lido itself, 
which is a great asset. Why not a new vegetarian restaurant? The council is, rightly in 
my view, promoting the green/sustainable agenda. Vegetarian restaurant would send 
out a good signal.
Restoring the Swansea- mumbles railway

Retain pool and play area but add picnic area and update toilet and changing rooms
Revamped
Re-wilding
Scandalous
Scrap the lido and put the lake back so people can enjoy it all year round
Sealife centre and kids park
Sealife centre with kids pool and park
Sealife centre with pool and park
See above
See above
See Bristols  Wapping Wharf Container shops - not tat, good quality food outlets, local 
produce, oyster and champagne bar, gower ice cream
See my comments above - the Lido is a useful tourist facility and should if anything be 
improved



See Victoria Park, Cardiff, for an excellent splash pad to replace the current lido. Doesn't 
require heras fencing or lifeguards. Coming across the lido out of season with the heras 
fencing & activities fenced off makes the whole area look cheap/unused & is not a great 
image. Alternatively do a proper lido like Pontypridd (amazing heated all year round 
swimming) or Brixton. Outdoor swimming with cafe, park & sea views. Unique 
opportunity?
Seems pretty successful as it is. I would like the facility to be opened earlier in the year if 
good weather allowed (like 2018).
Should be left as it is, I enjoyed as child, now take grandchildren. Junction Cafe is there 
so no more food outlets required.
Should be like aberavon layout and as cheap to park £2 all day
Should be made into a proper swimming lido same as pontypridd

Should be opened from Easter -often have lovely weather in April, but it�?Ts not open
should be updated and it is not good that most of the year the pool is fenced off and 
looks unsightly
Should beabiggerpoolheated openall yearround The pro should be lit up with low level 
lighting washing the walkway
Should not be changed or developed
Should not be developed. It is always full of families and removing this safe place to 
allow people to enjoy the environment in the summer would be detrimental to social and 
tourism.
Should remain a lido or a boating lake for people to relax, could be glass covered to 
enjoy all year round.
Should remain as is
should stay as a "free for all"public leisure space, with better seating and public toilet 
facilities
Shouldn't be touched in anyway. Council should invest money to what is there now.
Similar complex perhaps something more up to date
Simply look after what is a fabulous free amenity, perhaps even make the pool itself 
slightly larger. At all costs leave the open access to the beach and views.
Skareboard park please
Skate Park
skatepark
skatepark
skatepark
Skatepark
Skatepark
Skateparks
Small improvements for children to enjoy the facility
Small scale and economically sustainable.
Small scale sealife centre.. recalling on our lost cockle history here in South Wales. 
Would also help promote the market in Swansea city centre.
So popular with families and well used during the summer months - to even think about 
changing this would be a disgrace.
So useful for sunny days with the family, small, user friendly, ideal for spending time with 
young children, great for a paddle and easy access to the sand.
softplay area,
Some decent toilet facilities and leave as is.



Some Electric Vehicle charge points are needed
Some kind of indoor activity centre .. Live sea discovery exhibition ?..
Some parking for disabled would be beneficial, I've not been able to go around here as 
there's no nearby parking, I don't feel comfortable parking on the double yellow lines as 
it's a main road, and the land train is not suitable for wheelchair users.
Some sort of divide between the lido and the cycle path
Something that complements the facilities already makes sense
Something to interest parents while they watch their kids.
Something which could be used over a greater proportion of the year than the present 
lido would be good, but if you are going to provide any sort of cover or shelter it 
shouldn�?Tt be a major development.
Somore more facikites woukd be useful needs to be retained as an open public space, 
need to be more flexible about ooening times, often closed if we have an early warm 
spring.  Maybe heat the water
Specific BBQ areas which would less impact on the environment around the lido
Sports and Leisure facilities or keep it green. No more housing or anything to interrupt 
the vista.
Sports hub for bike hire and improve lido. You could add a few units here as it has a 
good car park over the road.
Such a great location for families to enjoy a day out. Easy to get to even without a car. 
Sea front will be spoilt if development goes ahead.
Sufficient alreadySwansea Bay Foreshore Group   Response to Swansea Council Consultation on 
Seafront Sites  �  What we have today o Iconic views from the road as you drive from 
the centre of Swansea to Mumbles and back the other way. o A feeling of being by the 
sea and in the country at the same time as you walk or cycle along the promenade 
between the centre of Swansea and Mumbles o Access to a multi purpose green space 
currently used for dog walking, picnics and the siting of memorial benches and trees.  � 
What do the Council want o To raise income from the sites o To provide more amenities 
for residents and visitors by utilising the sites  � Issues to consider o Small scale 
commercial developments (eg. Café, bike hire etc) will raise very little from an annual 
rent o Poorly sited commercial developments will detract from the iconic views o Poorly 
sited commercial developments will damage existing businesses and ultimately not 
increase the provision of amenities o Car parking provision must be adequate or 
businesses will fail. Key currently successful businesses (Verdi�?Ts, Castlemare, 
Langland Brasserie, Oyster Wharf) all benefit from large car parks. o Current traffic 
congestion problems will increase o Over-commercialisation or intrusive built 
development will damage the fabric of the attractiveness of the area which attracts 
visitors in the first place.  � Questions and Comments o What additional amenities are 
actually needed/ wanted o Why have such amenities not already been provided by the 
private sector if they would be commercial viable in the long term o Mumbles has many 
entrepreneurial businesses- some successful, some not so successful �?" but wherever 
a gap in the market is spotted someone will have a go at filling it. o The large number of 
residents and visitors means any new business is virtually guaranteed an initial footfall 
and then it is up to what the business has to offer o The Council does not generally need 
to intervene in that business model. o Where the Council can offer attractive locations 
then obviously that potentially means they could obtain a reasonable rental income 
although outside the mainstream tourist locations new businesses my well require some 
Council start up help �?" thus delaying any net financial benefit to the Council.  � 



take down ugly barriers around the lido. Stop building and doing work and having 
machinery/orange tape around. Stop doing constant alterations to Swansea that slow 
down the roads.
Take more enjoyment for our kids
test
test
The Blackpill Lido area is already well served with facilities and needs no further 
development.

The Blackpill Lido could be improved without encroaching significantly into the green 
open space that's part of it. It needs improving and to be open for longer hours as I 
heard it wasn't ready for use over Easter this year. Adding new play facilities of some 
kind to the surrounding grassed area would be ok, for example. The site might also be 
able to accommodate an additional small, discrete single storey building. This is one of 
the key green open spaces along the seafront. We need to consider and understand 
what's special about the nature of the area for residents and tourists. Literally it is all the 
green open spaces, trees and natural habitats and the vistas these provide that make 
visiting, walking, running and cycling around the coast from the slip bridge to 
Oystermouth Square something special. Destruction of any part of this would be 
considered an act of vandalism and desecration, especially with any significant new 
building (bigger than a small, discrete single storey building on this site) added.

The Blackpill Lido could be improved without encroaching significantly into the green 
open space that's part of it. It needs improving and to be open for longer hours as I 
heard it wasn't ready for use over Easter this year. Adding new play facilities of some 
kind to the surrounding grassed area would be ok, for example. The site might also be 
able to accommodate an additional small, discrete single storey building. This is one of 
the key green open spaces along the seafront. We need to consider and understand 
what's special about the nature of the area for residents and tourists. Literally it is all the 
green open spaces, trees and natural habitats and the vistas these provide that make 
visiting, walking, running and cycling around the coast from the slip bridge to 
Oystermouth Square something special. Destruction of any part of this would be 
considered an act of vandalism and desecration, especially with any significant new 
building (bigger than a small, discrete single storey building on this site) added.
The blackpill lido is an asset - should be opened up in time for the first bank holiday - 
Easter - and not left to half way through the season until it can be accessed.  More play 
facilities.  We already have the junction, garage and post office - no further facilities are 
required
The Blackpill Lido site is already a very popular facility used by many families (despite 
the derelict image portrayed by the photograph selected for the purposes of this 
consultation) and achieves 4.5/5 on Tripadviser. There are no obvious revenue 
generating opportunities for this site that would not have a detrimental effect on existing 
businesses. Enhancements could include integration of an education centre, which 
could be used to promote the foreshore, environmental issues, Clyne Gardens and the 
history of the area. Public �?olitter-pick stations�?� could be provided as done in 
Weymouth for example, where the public can use the facility to do a 2-minute litter and 
upload a photograph onto social media. The design of many of the existing bins along 
the foreshore could be improved to incorporate recycling facilities and make them 
bird/pest-proof.



The existing cafe, the junction, shuts too early. Opening hours should be extended. The 
children�?Ts playground needs to be updated. Look at the playgrounds at aberavon 
seafront which are always well used.

The harris fencing that goes up looks awful. surely another option could be used here 
whilst retaining the children's water area. Possible site for a cafe/bar with a terrace
The infrastructure cannot support further development. Finish off the mess in the City 
centre and stop developing everything into student accomodation
The Junction cafe is a popular venue and fulfils the need for a cafe along the front at this 
location. The Woodman pub across the road is another successful business that 
provides a restaurant as well as coffee. The lido itself is popular in the summer but if a 
dome was built over it there would need to be an expansion to provide space for adults 
to have cover whilst their children used the facility. I can not envisage people using such 
a facility in the winter months. Parking would be a problem, people would not want to 
use public transport in bad weather to travel when the LC2 is available . What would 
happen to the RSPB hut?
The kids and families need it improve the facilities by all means
The leisurearea could be improved, but not extended.
The lido (when it is open) is lovely for younger children. I do always think that it�?Ts a 
shame it doesn�?Tt open by Easter however. My children love a splash park and, aged 
10 and 7 they are now bored with the lido. We would love to see an extension of the lido 
to incorporate a splash park, such as they have in cyfarthfa castle (Merthyr) and Victoria 
Park in Cardiff. We have travelled from Swansea to visit these on a number of 
occasions.
The lido at Blackpill is always busy in good weather and the paddling pool is very 
popular when it is open. There are a pub, a large cafe and toilets there.
The lido attracts lots of people when the weather is nice, a great day out for children. It 
should definitely stay, but be maybe be improved.
The Lido could do with an overhaul and could be sold for a more managed leisure site 
but only on the same footprint.
The lido has had a chequered history -the present set up is good as shown by the 
number of people using it  -although it generally starts too late in the year.It is  good free 
entertainment well connected by bus routes  for those not wanting to travel as far as 
Mumbles or Gower .It is well served by the Junction and the post office and doesn't 
need any further catering facility.
The lido is a godsend for young families and offers a great alternative to the beach. With 
my 3 young children I would be very unlikely to visit the beach alone with them but I 
would definitely opt for the lido. It's a much safer environment for very young children.   
For the council to maximise income from this site then footfall needs to be increased 
year round. Opening the lido from Easter would be a massive win for everyone. In 
addition, investing in a more dynamic year-round play space would ensure the lido is 
always on families 'must visit' list whatever the month. You really have got the lido 
RIGHT Swansea Council. All that's needed is a little more investment to ensure the 
quality and variety of provision continues to attract people, especially the current 
undertapped winter months.
The lido is looking tired and run down, durng the summer months it is a great facility but 
its very limited in its opperational time due to the weather. Invest in site an offer other 
attractions on site for more year round use



The lido should be expanded like pontypridd lido. The addition of an adult pool would 
attract visitors to the area and boost tourism. There would need to be better toilet 
facilities and shower facilities.

The lido should be retained but extra facilities which are family orientated would be great
The lido with surrounding play area is great especially for families with young children. 
There�?Ts a refreshment area. What more does it need?
The most popular free facility in Swansea. Leave it alone

The park provision is woefully inadequate considering the numbers visiting in Summer. If 
it came under a community council, I've no doubt it would be much better.

The possible development of tourist facilities at three sites (Blackpill Lido, Land around 
the skate ramp, West Cross and Land on the Mumbles side of the West Cross Inn) 
concerns the West Glamorgan Local Group of the Royal Society of the Protection of 
Birds.  Since 2001 the Local Group has used the ranger hut in Blackpill as a 
birdwatching centre in the winter months. It is open every other Sunday morning and the 
Centre promotes Swansea Bay as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and 
provides information and birdwatching facilities for the public. The area of Swansea Bay 
from Blackpill to Mumbles is designated a SSSI for it is an important feeding post for 
migratory each year from September to April and for resident birds throughout the year.  
According to Natural Resources Wales SSSIs are the most important sites for 
Wales�?T natural heritage. They help conserve and protect the best of our wildlife, 
geological and physiographical heritage for the benefit of present and future generations 
and each SSSI is protected by law from damage through development or unsuitable 
management or other activities.  We wish to object to any development to the above 
three sites because, in our opinion, any development would damage the SSSI by 
increasing human disturbance (noise, lights, more movement on the beach area, dogs 
off  the lead, watersports, etc.).

The possible development of tourist facilities at three sites (Blackpill Lido, Land around 
the skate ramp, West Cross and Land on the Mumbles side of the West Cross Inn) 
concerns the West Glamorgan Local Group of the Royal Society of the Protection of 
Birds.  Since 2001 the Local Group has used the ranger hut in Blackpill as a 
birdwatching centre in the winter months. It is open every other Sunday morning and the 
Centre promotes Swansea Bay as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and 
provides information and birdwatching facilities for the public. The area of Swansea Bay 
from Blackpill to Mumbles is designated a SSSI for it is an important feeding post for 
migratory each year from September to April and resident birds throughout the year.  
According to Natural Resources Wales SSSIs are the most important sites for 
Wales�?T natural heritage. They help conserve and protect the best of our wildlife, 
geological and physiographical heritage for the benefit of present and future generations 
and each SSSI is protected by law from damage through development or unsuitable 
management or other activities.  We wish to object to any development to the above 
three sites because, in our opinion, any development would damage the SSSI by 
increasing human disturbance (noise, lights, more movement on the bay area, dogs off 
the lead, watersports, etc.).



The possible development of tourist facilities at three sites (Blackpill Lido, Land around 
the skate ramp, West Cross and Land on the Mumbles side of the West Cross Inn) 
concerns the West Glamorgan Local Group of the Royal Society of the Protection of 
Birds.  Since 2001 the Local Group has used the ranger hut in Blackpill as a 
birdwatching centre in the winter months. It is open every other Sunday morning and the 
Centre promotes Swansea Bay as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and 
provides information and birdwatching facilities for the public. The area of Swansea Bay 
from Blackpill to Mumbles is designated a SSSI for it is an important feeding post for 
migratory each year from September to April and resident birds throughout the year.  
According to Natural Resources Wales SSSIs are the most important sites for 
Wales�?T natural heritage. They help conserve and protect the best of our wildlife, 
geological and physiographical heritage for the benefit of present and future generations 
and each SSSI is protected by law from damage through development or unsuitable 
management or other activities.  We wish to object to any development to the above 
three sites because, in our opinion, any development would damage the SSSI by 
increasing human disturbance (noise, lights, more movement on the bay area, dogs off 
the lead, watersports, etc.).

The possible development of tourist facilities at three sites (Blackpill Lido, Land around 
the skate ramp, West Cross and Land on the Mumbles side of the West Cross Inn) 
concerns us. The area of Swansea Bay from Blackpill to Mumbles is designated a SSSI 
for it is an important feeding post for migratory each year from September to April and 
resident birds throughout the year.  According to Natural Resources Wales SSSIs are 
the most important sites for Wales�?T natural heritage. They help conserve and protect 
the best of our wildlife, geological and physiographical heritage for the benefit of present 
and future generations and each SSSI is protected by law from damage through 
development or unsuitable management or other activities.  We wish to object to any 
development to the above three sites because, in our opinion, any development would 
damage the SSSI by increasing human disturbance (noise, lights, more movement on 
the bay area, dogs off the lead, watersports, etc.).
The return of the Mumbles railway.
The toilets need modernising with more toilet cubicles and washing facilities for the 
public.
The toilets need modernising with more toilet cubicles and washing facilities. The picnic 
tables are good so maybe more of them with deckchairs rented out for people to sit for a 
few hours.
The upgraded pool / cafe is brilliant in the summer. The playground could benefit from 
being bigger and appealing to all ages, especially those that use the Lido most.  Any 
new facilities should compliment or enhance the existing facilities.
The vert idea is outrageous!!!! This area has been a fabulous place for great children, 
adults and tourists. Please leave it alone.
The water pool has to be made open and functional earlier in the year - it's madness 
with weather patterns and better weather from March to June than July and August that 
it remains closed sso late into our real summer period.



There are plenty of facilities already at this location, what else can enhance it?  There is 
already insufficient car parking in the area and no further capacity for more, also the 
Mumbles Road is already too busy and doesn�?Tt nee£ more traffic.  One suggestion 
would be a proper open air swimming pool rather than the current paddling pool, 
however, I know that  will never happen so leave it as it is.
There is already the junction. That's fine. It doesn't need anything else.
There is enough here as it is

There must be no development here which prevents FREE access to this popular site. 
On a sunny day hundreds gather here with families - from all round the area, all 
ethnicities, and no charge unless you want to buy ice cream! Accessible easily by bus as 
well. Plus there is an established business on the site which would lose out if a big chain 
eg Costa moved in. Can't understand why this land was even included.
There should be no unsightly fence around the pool; a medium hedge would be OK. 
Also, any development should be in conjunction with the Junction Cafe which is doing a 
good job already.
This already causes stresses on the road and parking during the summer period. Its 
development would possible detract from access for all with small children as a free 
entertainment. The upcoming junction with Mayals and the garage already are under 
pressure from volume of traffic.

This already has a childrens park and paddling pool as well as a restaurant and is 
absolutely packed on a sunny day - difficult to see how anything else could fit in there
This area could do with upgrading it looks tired and run down

This area gets horribly busy. It just needs more litter bins and people to empty them.
This area has access to parking and pedestrian access with lights etc now. I would not 
over develop this area as it has access to the beach and offers different opportunities 
already. The one thing I would do would be to create a PROPER outdoor LIDO like 
Pontypridd have done  - its amazing and a fantastic opportunity!!!
This area is already utilised and loved by Swansea Residents. It should be left alone as 
a recreational area.
This area is extensively used already but would benefit from a little updating
This area is great for younger children / families. Better fencing for the lido when not in 
use, the temporary ones are an eyesore. Maybe an outdoor soft play area or a wet 
weather facility
This area is perhaps the .only one that could do with some improvement. The play area 
does not have the best equipment and could do with updating. There are adequate food 
outlets there.

This area is very heavily used in clement weather. There could be further development 
for amenities, possibly seasonal. Could a salt water swimming pool be located here? 
That as an addition to the current paddling pool could be a useful addition.
This area is well used by people across swansea who have limited access to beaches. 
You only want to develop on it because you make no money from the site.



This area needs to be better maintained by the council. It looks shabby around the pool 
and parts need to be replaced. It is widely used by the people of Swansea who come 
from all over the city. It has good public transport links. There is already a commercial 
unit next to ti and Submawy hasopened in the petrol station near by. Better planting and 
facilities should looked at by the Council. There could be some sort of bridge to allow 
people to access the baech without having to cross the cycle path.
This area needs to be developed for the benefit of families with young children. The lido 
has proved to be very popular in recent years and it would be a forward thinking council 
who provided amenities for families which do not cost families money just to be able to 
enjoy a day out with their children.

This could be run as a more commercial venture, it is barely used for over half the year.
This facility should be kept, expanded and improved. It is well used in the summer 
months.
This is a facility that locals and visitors enjoy. Investment could be sought to improve the 
existing facility  and provide better management. This could be serviced by a proper 
seafront train service not the current toy town one.
This is a famous summer destination for many family�?Ts a perfect they way it is. No 
change
This is a fantastic amenity already and attracts lots of visitors. The only thing worth 
adding is an outdoor pool for adults to swim
This is a great facility and should stay as it is.  No further development as parking etc not 
good enough to cope.  Wouldn't want to see the lido go.
This is a great resource, attractive and popular - but why is the paddling pool hardly ever 
available? Even if you had to charge for using it (as I guess it has to be manned for 
safety when its open anyway)? It is so lovely for families, but so an ugly spoiler in the 
middle of this lovely area when it is dry and fenced in. Why would you not have it open 
from Apil (Easter) to the end of September? Otherwise - worse can scenario fill the eye-
sore in (of it closed), if you cant afford to run / maintain it.
This is a ludicrous idea. The lido and surrounding area is beloved by families and if 
anything updating or enhancing what already exists would be great but do not take this 
lovely place away from the thousands of people who flock there every year.
this is a nice area n9w as it is. maybe add a bit more for younger kids & families. in this 
arwa. add a bridge to link to sound path (why did the council ever get rid of the old 
one!�?< as this would also ease traffic congestion on the number road by removing at 
least one pedestrian crossing
This is a popular family asset. Could it be retained and improved?
This is a TREMENDOUS asset the the Blackpill area and enjoyed by many families with 
young children.  My grand-children live quite some distance away and we all comment 
on how nice this facility is.  IT IS A CRIME THAT SWANSEA COUNCIL ARE EVEN 
CONSIDERING CLOSING THIS SITE.  Your thinking beggars belief.  Whoever 
proposed to sell this site off should NOT be in their current job(s).
This is a useful site for young families ,existing facilities could be enhanced ,it should not 
be re-developed.
This is a wonderful resource which should be kept & made available during a longer 
period in the yr.. for eg should�?Tve been available BH Easter Mon when weather 
good.



This is already heaving with people and the Junction is here which is a very nice place.  
There is an enormous danger in these plans of making the Path so busy that it is 
unusalbe.  It is already far too busy!
This is already very well used during the summer months something that warms  the 
water may extend its time of use but keep it simple as it adjoins a bird sanctuary
This is an absolute life line for parents with children and would be devastating if you 
removed the pool and park. I do however, dislike the recent changes to the park where 
you have removed the wooden toddler friendly slides with metal. They are very difficult 
and down right dangerous for the little ones. You really need to start asking the 
public�?Ts opinion on such changes before an �?~out of touch�?T council member 
of staff makes such important decisions.

This is an amazing facility but the metal fencing that's left up for six months of the year is 
unsightly. What about something more permanent to be used over the winter months?
This is an excellent attraction but needs to be up graded charge cheap entrance fee so 
that a warden can manage it properly

This is developed enough at present and should be left free of charge for families to use.
This is invaluable to the local community. I feel that it could be refurbished and made 
bigger and better to cater for the sheer volume of people that access this facility in the 
summer time. Aberavon made their facility a lot bigger and it�?Ts been really 
successful!
This is lovely as it is, the pool area could be larger but I wouldn't like to see any 
permanent buildings added as I dont think there is any need.

This is one of the few places in Swansea that serves the whole city. People from all over 
Swansea and of all ethnicities use this facility.  It is easy to access by public transport. 
There are already toilets and a cafe and refreshment bar -  provided by a local company 
who have committed to a long term investment in the area. What else could be provided 
here without taking away what is already much -loved and well used?

THIS IS TOO PREMATURE--what about the suggested JOINT VENTURE 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANIES--LOCAL REFERENDUM NEEDED on whole approach-
This is well used facility by local families and unique to the area - it is served by a good 
cafe. There is no need for other development when the site is already occupied by a well 
used popular facility.
This lido has been improved over the years, however the opening times of when it's 
available is deplorable. It should be open more frequently even if it is just weekends 
during school holidays such as Easter. The council should make better use of a facility 
that encourages children to be outside in nice weather and spend time with their 
families.
This needs renovating but should remain as a space for children and families
This needs to remain public property.The lido is very popular in the summer however I 
am appalled at the ugly fencing in the winter. The cafe attached in not used to its full 
extent and would close in the afternoon. This is a wasted resource. It needs to used as a 
restaurant in the evening.
This needs to stay we are very lucky to have these facilites in Swansea. There is no 
other free pools for children.



This seems really popular, for families, especially with the younger children. It should be 
enhanced, improved for the under 5's, better facilities, toilets, changing areas, perhaps 
some little individual booths for local sellers but not tat, ice cream, snacks (healthy) 
drinks

This seems very well used already. But perhaps making a small indoor pool facility to 
complement the existing one for winter use would be good and may make some money.

This should stay a lido and play area. It is much loved and used by us and a fantastic 
facility for young children. There is nothing else like it locally. Options to maintain its use 
year-round should be explored. What about turning it into a giant ball or sandpit in the off-
season? Even better would be to develop a full-size lido facility rather than paddling 
pool. These are a huge hit in other cities. The playground could be better developed to 
appeal to older children as well. As the junction of the promenade and clyne valley trail, 
this could also be a good bike hub with cyclist's cafe, mountain bike hire business etc.
This site is enjoyed by children, in a time where people are worried that children don't 
spend enough time outside it seems wrong to continue to remove the outdoor spaces 
that are dedicated to this.
This site is very popular and crowded with families. There are shops, toilets and car 
parking close by. Development is undesirable; only maintenance is needed to keep the 
pools etc safe for children.
This site should not be developed further. The lido is extremely popular and should be 
open for more months of the year with barriers removed from Easter and water in the 
lido.
This site should not be developed further. The lido is extremely popular and should be 
open for more months of the year with barriers removed from Easter and water in the 
lido.
This site should not be developed further. The lido is extremely popular and should be 
open for more months of the year with barriers removed from Easter and water in the 
lido.
This site should not be developed further. The lido is extremely popular and should be 
open for more months of the year with barriers removed from Easter and water in the 
lido.
This site should not be developed further. The lido is extremely popular and should be 
open for more months of the year with barriers removed from Easter and water in the 
lido.
This site should not be developed further. The lido is extremely popular and should be 
open for more months of the year with barriers removed from Easter and water in the 
lido.
This site should not be developed further. The lido is extremely popular and should be 
open for more months of the year with barriers removed from Easter and water in the 
lido.



This used to be the place to go when I was a child, I remember the boating lake (also 
how filthy it was, but it didn't stop any child getting in the water). I mention the boating 
lake as if you took that idea and brought it up to date a little then you could have some 
great family attractions for old and young. If you were going to dome the entire space, 
which I think could work if rigorously planned, then you could have a very highly 
attended space all year round as weather would not be a factor as it could always take 
place and you could still have the vista of the seafront. It would be an ultra safe 
environment for families, a great meeting point. Dependent on how much space can be 
used there. There is a splash pool there, which isn't that old, but never seems to be 
open and has the most ugly barrier all around it, it looks like a building site. You need a 
full time lifeguard and to warrant that, you could re-imagine the pool. It needs to be far 
more interactive, with lots of water obstacles, jets of water, bubbles - a fun interactive 
place to go with the kids. For the older people, adults and O.A.P.'s there could be chill 
out areas on a veranda type frontage to the dome, where they have the vista and food 
available. You could also incorporate some sort of aquatic environment centre, so the 
kids learn the importance of the coastline, whats in it, how to look after it and what it give 
it's community in return. room for possible therapist i.e massage, yoga, pilates. A real 
healthy experience. learning centre

to remove the Lido would seriously & negatively impact on the hundreds of families who 
enjoy the few summer months there , especially low income families who cannot afford 
to pay for leisure facilities . The Council  would deprive many hundreds of children who 
may not get to holiday elsewhere of vital recreational & physical activities during their 
long Summer holidays , people may need to be reminded that not all families ( local or 
tourists) can sit in expensive cafes & restaurants every day . Revamp the lido & the play 
area , the Junction cafe does a good enough job , consider exploiting the natural 
environment that could  encourage so many more bird watchers , the National Trust is 
doing alot more for Rhossili . This site is also an important meeting place for organised 
charity events , marathons etc , to develop it would remove a hub , a centre for the get 
together of the community .      s

To remove this would be a tragedy. This is very much used by young families during the 
summer months. This is the very sort of facility that should be made available. Children 
have used it for very many years. It is completely safe,there is a cafe nearby, as well as 
safe areas for play, walking and all the activities that young children enjoy and that 
young parents need to entertain young children at week ends and in school holidays
Toilets
Toilets
Touch this and lose Labour Party members and votes

Traffic congestion around this area is a major problem especially when the sun comes 
out and everyone parks on the roads and footpath, so again any further development 
would need major investment in public parking and tchespet transport links.
Train stop
Tram
Trampoline Park



Up grade what you already have.!! Are you foolish? You can clearly see it is loved and 
well used by young families and kiddies. We need the beautiful views not concrete
Update and replace it to make smart again
Update but keep as is, many places  are now sorry that they allowed their traditional 
Lidos to fall into disrepair. It is unique to Swansea.
Update but leave as is. It is a great place for the kids to play.  I would open up the pool 
earlier
Update the facilities for children - they love it
Update the lido
Upgrade and keep Lido, add more play area surrounding it with zipwires,rope climbs, 
dventure trail set up such as wooden walls, wiggle posts, low rope scaling sections, 
stump steps etc
Upgrade facilities to a proper outdoor swimming pool facility
Upgrade present facility without removing the green areas
Upgraded. Looks run down. Beach events.
Use it as it is but open for longer period.
Valuable outdoor playsite very well used. Please  modernise and keep.  Maybe some 
extra play equipment.
Very grotty - needs to be re done. Needs new toilets
Very popular should be left as it is
Very popular with all generations as it is
Very popular with families in the summer and the public in general all year round. 
Perhaps the ugly temporary fencing around the splash pool in the winter could be 
replaced by attracting stainless steel railings to keep the bikers out. A bird hide to view 
the winter waders who visit the SSSI site in winter would be nice. Dogs to be kept off the 
beach all year round because they harass the migratory waders in the winter. The play 
area needs more swings - 2 is not enough. It also need more slides and maybe a zip 
wire.
Wave pool
We haven't  got much for our tough children to enjoy outdoors don't take this away from 
them
We love the Lido the kids would be gutted if this went
We should be developing this area for family use not for commercial use.
Well used in the summer months though alot more could be done with the area and 
looks awful when it's just left with temporary fencing around it for 8 months of year, its 
now mid may and has been hot enough to use the lido for weeks so can't understand 
why it's not open. The Lido itself is a great facility but more could be added to the site to 
improve it.
Well used when open. Ideal for families with young children. The addition of picnic tables 
and seating would be welcome I am sure.
What about an outdoor and indoor facility, with pools for kids included but also maybe 
restaurant/bar overlooking it. Parking would need to be included.
What an opportunity to develop an outdoor heated swimming pool with round the year 
use. Improve existing children's play area.The existing cafe could be incorporated into 
the development so that the current business is facilitated . All low rise and not intruding 
onto the bay itself
What is there already is already ideal and little more is required, but what is needed is 
more car parking nearby.



what is wrong with keeping it as a lido? there is a cafe and a park and a lido - what more 
is needed?
What is wrong with the Lido. the kids love it there why do you want to change it?
When it is actually clean and operational is a fantastic resource and attraction for 
families.  Modernise and refurb. There is already a popular coffee shop in place

When the lido is filled with water the pool is extremely popular with young families  - both 
visitors and locals - and looks attractive. The car park at Blackpill is over-filled at such 
times. For the 9 months of the year that the lido does not contain water, it is essentially 
"let go", with the pool surrounded by fences, which is most unappealing. The pool could 
be covered instead by customised covers - perhaps featuring designs from local artists 
of local sites eg Gower beaches, Dylan Thomas etc. A competition could be held to 
design these - perhaps local schools could take part? These could help promote/market 
other Swansea detsinations, outside of peak seaon. The Lido site does not require 
another cafe/coffee house: The Junction Cafe already fulfills this function and 
competition would impact negatively on them. Perhaps a small mini-golf or indoors 
activity such as mug painting, for those wet days?
Where will the people park!!!!! The lido when operating caused so much extra traffic 
without creating more
Why change something that works. Do not touch it, leave it alone
Why would you even consider getting rid of the lido, either improve the current facilitys 
or leave alone.
Widen prom add seating
Wildlife haven with sensory area accessible to all abilities
Would be a good place to allow a village of pop-up businesses to use
Would be a good place to allow a village of pop-up businesses to use
Would be a shame to loose the lido, not many free days out anymore.
Would be good to update this area. I believe it still needs to be an outdoor 'activities' 
area promoting outdoor physical activity.
Would be great if the old railway bridge that spanned the road was reinstated so that 
when you cycling to/from the Clyne path (as I do everyday as a commuter) you don't 
have to wait ages to cross the busy road. The cycle path in the area of the lido is 
confusing and narrow, it could do with being wider and better segregated from the 
pedestrian paths.
Yed
Yes.  Bigger & better facilities needed for kiddies & their families, incl a Cafe (but not a 
restaurant?). All-weather dome could provide increased useage, plus visual impact as a 
holiday landmark. Keep the Little Train (+ another one?). If needed, extend 'dunes' 
c/park into adjacent woodland?
Yes.  Bigger & better facilities needed for kiddies & their families, incl a Cafe (but not a 
restaurant?). All-weather dome could provide increased useage, plus visual impact as a 
holiday landmark. Keep the Little Train (+ another one?). If needed, extend 'dunes' 
c/park into adjacent woodland?
You could connect skate parks via the prom promoting a world class destination.
You need to tackle the marina first before residents move away due to the conditions 
they are living in with anti social behaviour and not allowed to walk our dogs on a 
rubbish beach


